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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we show that the solution flows generated by a one-parameter family 
of ordinary differential equations are stable under their numerical approximations in a vicinity of 
a saddle node Our result sharpens the one in [1] and the proof is adapted from the method of 
Sotomayor in [2,3] ~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved 
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1. DEF IN IT IONS AND STATEMENT OF  THEOREMS 
Let M be a smooth complete Riemannian manifold with a distance d arising from the Riemannian 
metric and Diffr(M) be the set of C r diffeomorphisms on M endowed the C ~ topology dc~. A 
flow is a map 9~ : l~ x M ~ M that satisfies the group property: ~(~t(x) )  = ~+t(x).  A 
C ~ one-parameter famdy of flows {~,} is a C r function ~ : I x M --* M,  such that, for each 
tt E [-1, 1], ~,( . )  = ~(p, .). M --* M is a flow. 
For a flow ~, we say that a fixed point p is a saddle node if 1 is a simple eigenvalue of the 
derivative of the time one map ~1 at p, D~l(p), and all the other eigenvalues have absolutely 
different from 1. For a family of flows {~},  we say that {~o,} adds a saddle node p at p = 0 
if p is a saddle node of ~0 and there is a neighborhood U of p in M and c~ > 0, such that for 
# E [-c~, 0), ~ ,  has no fixed point or closed orbit in U, and for # E (0, a], ~ ,  has two hyperbolic 
fixed points in U; we are assuming this is a generic bifurcation as given in [3]. 
DEFINITION. For r > 1, let {p,} be a C r+l one-parameter family of flows on M. A C r+l 
function Y : [0, 2] × [-1, 1] x M -~ M is called a numerical family of order r for {~} if for each 
# e [-1, 1], there are positive constants K and ho, such that d(~h(x), Yh,~(x)) < Kh ~+1, for all 
h e [0, h0] and x e M, where Nh,,(.) = N(h, #, .) is a map on M and h stands for the stepszze 
of N. We also denote the Z th iterate of Nh,t~ by N~.,. 
Numerical approximations arise from computer simulation. For instance, both explicit and 
implicit Runge-Kutta methods satisfy the above conditions (see [4]). 
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It is well known now that the t ime-h map of the flow and  the numerical  approx imat ion of 
stepsize h are C 1 close polynomial ly in te rm of h. 
LEMMA.  (See [5].) Let N be a numerical [amily of order r for a C r+l one-parameter family 
of flows {~} on M.  Then, for each #, there is a constant K1, such that dc~(~ h, Nh,~) <_ 
K lh  ~, for all sufficiently small h. Moreover, given T > O, there is a constant K2, such that 
dc , (~ T, N~/n,.)  <_ K2n 1-~, for all large positive integers n. 
Now, we state our main result. 
THEOREM. Let r _> 2, {~} be a C ~+1 one-parameter family of flows on M adding a saddle 
node p at # = O, and N be a numencM family of order r for {~,}. Then, there exists a number 
0 < Po <_ 1, an integer no > O, and a neighborhood U of p, such that for each p 6 [-/t0,#o] 
and n >_ no, there is a local homeomorphism h~,, : U -* M and a continuous injective function 
a~: [-/to,/to] -~ 1~I, such that h~,, o ~l(x) = N~/ . . . .  (,) o h~,,(x), for all x e U. 
Numerical approximations inherit many qualitative properties of the originM flow. Most results 
have deMt with the hyperbohc ases. The persistence of local properties can be seen in the book 
of [6] and bibliographies therein for hyperbolic fixed point and for hyperbolic losed orbits, and 
in recent works [7-10], for normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds. The persistence of global 
properties, i.e., the structural stability results under numerical discretizations, i  given in [11,12] 
for Morse-Smale gradient-like flow, and in [13-15] for Axiom A flows with the transversality 
conditions. 
For the nonhyperbolic cases, Forkas [1], assumes certain hypotheses on the flows and its nu- 
merical approximations, and use the Hartman-Grobman theorem to obtain the stability result 
in a neighborhood of a saddle node. In this paper, we sharpen the result in [1] by putting the 
problem in a general framework and use the method of Sotomayor in [2,3] for the proof. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
For convenience, we denote by 4 )r the space of C r maps g from [-1, 1] into Diffr(M), endowed 
with the C r topology; by this we mean that the evaluation of g, defined by gev(/t, x) = 9t,(x), is 
a C ~ map on [-1, 1] x M, and that two such maps, g and h, are close ifg e~ and hev are C ~ close. 
We also write fev(tt, x ) = f~(x) = ~(x) ,  the time-one map of the flow ~.  By the theorem 
giving smoothness dependence of flows on initial conditions and parameters, f E ~.  
Since f0 = P~ has a saddle node at p, there is splitting of the tangent space at p, TpM = 
E~@E~ @E~, a A < 1 and C > 0, such that for ~ > 0, 
Tf~v : v, for v ~ E~, 
IT fo~vl < CA ~ Ivl , for v E E~, 
IT f~v[ < CA ~ Ivl , for v E Ep. 
Take neighborhoods U0 of p in M, V0 of f in ~,  and I0 of 0 in [-1, 1], such that for every g 
in V0, there exist/t-dependence (/t, x, y, z) coordinates in the neighborhood U0 of p(/t) on which 
p(/t) = 0, such that in such coordinates the spaces EC(/t), E~(/t), E~(/t) are the x,y, z planes, 
respectively, and the map geV has components g~V g~V, g~V given by 
g~" --/tag + x + ax 2 + Xg (#, x, y, z) ,  
g~V =/tAg + By (/t) y + Y~ (/t, x, y, z) , 
g~V =/tCg + Dg (/t) z + Zg (/t, x, y, z) . 
a>0 
Here, the subscription i  g stands for the dependence on g, ag¢  0 is real, Ag and C 9 are matrices, 
Bg(#) has all eigenvalues bigger than one, and Dg(/t) has all eigenvalues smaller than one; the 
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adding saddle-node condition for {~} is equivalent o a/  ~ O. The maps X/ ,Y / ,  Z/  vanish 
together with their first derivative at 0 = (0, 0, 0, 0) and the second derivative of X/relat ive to x 
also vanish at 0. The existence of the neighborhoods Uo, Vo, and Io, for which the above relations 
are satisfied, follows from continuity, since they are satisfied for fo at p. 
Since all eigenvalues of Bg(ix) and Dg(ix) are different from zero, it follows from the implicit 
function theorem that there exists neighborhoods U1 C Uo of p, I/1 C Vo of f ,  and I1 C I0 of 0, 
such that for every g E V1, the system of equation g~ = g~ = 0 has solutions y = flg(#,x) 
and z = ?g(#,x), for # e I] and x e U1, with -~  (0,0) = °0-~ (0,0) -- 0 Thus, by the implicit 
function theorem again, there exists a neighborhoods U2 C U1 ofp and V2 c V1 of f,  such that for 
every g e 1/2, the equation g~V(ix, x, fig(ix, x), 7g(#, x)) = x gives ixg(x) --- ( -a /ag)X  2 -4- ~-g(X) for 
x E U2, where T/, together with the first and second derivatives vanish at p. The critical point of 
ixg is given by °--~-fx~o~  /=  ( -2a /ag)x  q- o~ t x) = O. Since o~ ~P) = 0 and o-~ LP) = -2a /a f  ~ O, 
the implicit function theorem implies that there is a neighborhood Va C 1/2 of f ,  such that for 
g E V3, the critical point of ixg is given by a function of the form x = x(g). 
For g E I/3, let #g denote the value ( -a /ag)x2(g)  + Tg(X(g)). Then #f = 0 and for g E I/3, if 
< pg in I1, the map g~ has no fixed points in U2; if # = pg, the map g~ has a saddle-node 
as unique fixed-point pg(ix) in U2. If # > pg in I1, the intermediate value theorem says that gg 
has exactly two fixed-points 1 2 pg(#),pg(#) which are hyperbolic. The fixed-point pg(ix) has the 
same index as p does and has x(g) as its x-coordinate; recall that the index of a fixed-point is 
the dimension of its stable manifold. The index of p~(#) is equal to the index of p and the index 
of p~(ix) is equal to the index of p minus one. Therefore, there is a neighborhood U of p and a 
continuous injective real-valued function ~ in a neighborhood of 0, such that for each g E V3, 
there is a homeomorph~sm hg ' U --* hg(U), such that hg o f~(q) = ga(,) o hg(q) for all q E U and 
= 
g n Finally, by using the lemma, we can take no so large that the one-parameter family { ~/~,~} ~V3 
for all n _> no, and hence, the desired result of the theorem follows from the above. 
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